
We have peace of  mind knowing 
someone is  watching our back dur ing 
after-business hours with speed to 
alert ,  b lock and remediate threats.

– Gary Smith, 
 IT Manager, Torys LLP

We now have faster  detect ion of  
dangerous network act iv i ty  without 
a l l  of  the fa lse alerts .

–  Steve Halvorson, 
 Operations Manger, Preferred Credit

eSentire Managed Detection and Response  
provides the ful l  te lemetry and rapid response 
you need to stop cyberthreats in their  t racks.

TAKE ACTION
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eSentire, Inc., the global leader in Managed Detection and Response (MDR), keeps organizations safe from constantly evolving cyberattacks that technology alone cannot prevent. 
Its 24x7 Security Operations Center (SOC), sta�ed by elite security analysts, hunts, investigates and responds in real-time to known and unknown threats before they become 
business disrupting events. Protecting more than $5.7 trillion AUM in the financial sector alone, eSentire absorbs the complexity of cybersecurity, delivering enterprise-grade 
protection and the ability to comply with growing regulatory requirements. For more information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.

MDR vs. Everything Else
A summary of the evolving Managed Detection and Response (MDR) landscape

TOP BUSINESS CHALLENGES DRIVING MDR ADOPTION

COMMON SECURITY APPROACHES

THE SEVEN CATEGORIES OF MDR
With di�ering levels of  v is ibi l i ty  and response

of all organizations will be 
using MDR services by 2024, 
up from less than 5% today

of mid-size enterprises will be 
using MDR as their only managed 
security service by 2024.

4025

of all respondents were unsure 
of the di�erence between MDR 
and managed security service 
providers (MSSPs) 

of current managed security 
customers perceive MDR to 
be only slightly or somewhat 
di�erent from MSSPs

3526

THE NUMBER OF CYBERSECURITY VENDORS CLAIMING TO 
OFFER MDR IS AT 100-PLUS-AND-COUNTING. 

- Gartner Managed Detection and Response Market Guide (2019)

- Gartner Managed Detection and Response Market Guide (2019)

- Challenges to Achieving SIEM Optimization, Ponemon 2017

- 2018 State of Cybersecurity in Small to Medium Sized Businesses, Ponemon

- The Black Report, 2018 

- eSentire/Techvalidate Customer Survey, May 2019 
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DIY

Do-it-yourself (DIY): 
purchase, deploy and 
maintain your own 
security technology and 
hire security talent to 
manage it (Good luck!)

TOP TWO CITED 
IT SECURITY CHALLENGES BY 

SMALL TO MEDIUM-SIZED 
BUSINESSES (SMBS):

INSUFFICIENT BUDGET

74%
INSUFFICIENT PERSONNEL

55%

PROS

• No shortage of security technology
 solutions to choose from

• Complete control over your
 own cybersecurity destiny

CONS

• Extremely expensive 

• Hiring and retaining cybersecurity
 talent is very challenging in 
 today’s  job market

• Advanced detection and response
 capabilities can’t be developed as
 quickly in comparison to MDR

AVERAGE TOTAL COST 
FOR DEPLOYING SIEM, 

THE CORNERSTONE 
TECHNOLOGY FOR A 

DIY SECURITY OPERATION

Limited internal resources and expertise

Increase in business exposure/risk managment

Brand or reputation protection

Regulatory requirements

CapEx savings/cost control

Recent security incident

The emergence of MDR makes navigating the landscape of existing security service providers and technology solutions 
challenging and confusing for potential buyers. eSentire conducted a survey in May 2019 that confirmed this:

LITTLE “r” IN A BIG RISK WORLD 

As revealed in the new ebook, The Definitive Guide to MDR, the following is a summary of 
common security approaches and the seven categories of security service providers.  

$4.21M

MSSP

Managed Security Service 
Providers (MSSPs): 
The legacy security 
services model 
(Blockbuster to 
MDR's Netflix.)

THREAT ACTORS ARE SEVERAL 
STEPS AHEAD OF LEGACY 

MSSP DETECTION MEASURES:

29%
USE NEW TECHNIQUES
EVERY ENGAGEMENT

77%
CLAIM THEIR PRESENCE IS 

RARELY OR NEVER DETECTED

54%
CAN COMPLETE AN ATTACK AND 

EXFILTRATE DATA 
IN UNDER 15 HOURS

PROS

• Wide variety of services o�ered 

• Use of best-in-class technology

• Satisfies compliance requirements

CONS

• False positives/alert overload from
 legacy detection measures  

• No threat investigation, response or
 containment included  

• Dependency on IR retainers, 
 adding back end costs and slowing
 the IR process 

Challenges to Achieving SIEM Optimization, Ponemon 2017

SOCAAS AND/OR 
MANAGED SIEM

Services that focus on 
threat detection and 
triaging alerts on behalf 
of clients (Another “aaS” 
acronym to memorize.) 

SIEM LIMITATIONS 

70%
 SIEM CUSTOMERS SAY MORE 
ACCURATE, PRIORITIZED AND 

MEANINGFUL ALERTS ARE NEEDED

45%
OF USERS SAID SIEM WAS 
INADEQUATE IN FORENSIC 

ANALYSIS OF SECURITY INCIDENTS

52%
OF USERS WERE NOT SATISFIED 

WITH ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE 
GENERATED BY THEIR SIEM

PROS:

• Improved threat detection
 (assuming SIEM is tuned 
 and updated to reflect the threat 
 landscape) 

• Lower cost than MDr or MDR

• Satisfies compliance requirements 

CONS:

• Limited visibility and signal fidelity 
 for investigations

• False positives/alert overload 

• Response to threats is client 
 responsibility 

EDr

Typically endpoint 
protection platform 
vendors that manage 
and monitor their 
software for clients
(For customers who 
realized managing an 
EDR platform isn't as 
easy as it seemed 
in the demo.)

THE IMPORTANCE OF TIMELY 
RESPONSE (OR WHAT HAPPENS 

WHEN YOUR MDr VENDOR 
ALERTS YOU AT 2 A.M. ON A 

SATURDAY MORNING?)

54%
HACKERS CLAIM THEY CAN 

BREACH A NETWORK, IDENTIFY 
AND EXFILTRATE CRITICAL DATA 

IN LESS THAN 15 HOURS.

- The Black Report, 2018

$1.21M
AVERAGE COST OF A DATA BREACH 
AT 73 DAY MEAN TIME TO CONTAIN 

(MTTC) IN FY2019

31%
REDUCTION IN TOTAL COST OF A 

DATA BREACH IN COMPANIES WITH 
A REFINED IR PROCESS (IR TEAM IN 

PLACE AND TESTING/TUNING OF 
THE IR PROCESS)

PROS:

• Use of best in class endpoint 
 technology

• Deep endpoint visibility and 
 signal fidelity 

• High level of expertise 
 contextual to the endpoint 

CONS:

• Reliance on a single security 
 signal source 

• No visibility beyond the endpoint

• Response to threats remains the
 client responsibility

MDr MULTIPLE 
TELEMETRY

Represents the majority of 
the MDR market. Vendors 
in this space have multiple 
telemetry sources but fall 
short of full-stack visibility 
across on-premise 
and cloud (Rear-view and 
side mirrors but no blind 
spot detection.)

PROS:

• Higher level of visibility and threat 
 detection compared to SOCaaS 
 and Edr models

• Higher false positive reduction in
 comparison to MSSPs and SOCaaS

• Use of best-in-class technology

CONS:

• Limited visibility in comparison to
 MDR full telemetry

• Client side resources required 
 for containment and response

• Limited inclusion of active and 
 proactive threat hunting

MDr FULL
TELEMETRY

Advanced detection 
capabilities with 
complete visibility across 
on-premises, hybrid or 
cloud environments 
(You get the evidence you 
need and the warrant, but 
it's still up to you to track 
down the fugitive and 
make the arrest!)

PROS:

• Complete visibility across 
 attack surface

• Ability to correlate multiple signals

• Limited false positives in 
 comparison to other MDr 
 and SOCaaS

CONS:

• Client-side resources required for
 containment and response

• Possibility of longer threat actor 
 dwell time due to client-side 
 requirements

• Higher service cost compared to
 other MDr and SOCaaS models

CAPITAL R REDUCES CAPITAL RISK 

EDR

Similar profile to EDr but 
with included endpoint 
threat containment on 
behalf of the client
(You need more tools 
than just a hammer.)

CAPITAL R DELIVERS: 
THE EMBEDDED THREAT 
RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

2 - 4 
HOURS (REMOTE)

24 - 28 
HOURS (ON-SITE)

INCIDENT RESPONSE RETAINER 
TIME FROM ESTABLISHED MSSPS 

VS.
20 MINUTES

ESENTIRE’S SERVICE LEVEL 
OBJECTIVE (SLO) FOR REMOTE 

THREAT CONTAINMENT 
AND REMEDIATION 

EXTRAPOLATED AVERAGE 
BREACH COSTS 

$15,433
PER DAY

$643 
PER HOUR

$10.71 
PER MINUTE

99.98%
DECREASE ON THE AVERAGE COST 
OF A BREACH WITH A MEAN TIME 
TO CONTAIN (MTTC) OF 73 DAYS 

($1.21M)
- Cost of a Data Breach Report, Ponemon 2019

OF SURVEYED CUSTOMERS ARE SATISFIED WITH ESENTIRE’S 
THREAT DETECTION, RESPONSE AND DEPLOYMENT MODEL

- eSentire and Techvalidate customer survey data

PROS:

• Can include endpoint prevention
 under singular agent eliminating 
 software sprawl/redundancy

• O�ers value-add for organizations
 that have already invested into 
 endpoint software

• Threat containment at the 
 endpoint level 

CONS:

• Visibility and response limited to 
 the endpoint 

• Requires client-side team 
 to correlate data on threats 
 outside of endpoint 

• Reliance on a single security signal

MDR MULTIPLE 
TELEMETRY

Typically built around a 
SIEM+EDR service stack 
with EDR representing 
the ability to respond 
and contain a threat on 
behalf for the client
(Read the fine print! 
Terms and conditions 
may apply.) 

PROS:

• Greater visibility and signal fidelity 
 in comparison to EDR

• Typically has ability to contain 
 threats at endpoint level

• Full incident response 
 lifecycle support 

CONS:

• Limited visibility in comparison 
 to full telemetry MDR

• Containment typically limited 
 to endpoints

• MSSP-like service levels can 
 still be present (tiered response 
 support, incident response 
 retainers, extra costs, etc.)

MDR FULL 
TELEMETRY

Full visibility across 
on-premises and cloud 
with integrated machine 
learning and behavioral 
analysis feeds threat 
hunters facilitating near 
real-time detection and 
containment (full telemetry 
sends threat actors home 
hungry.)

PROS:

• Superior visibility and signal 
 fidelity across the attack surface

• Threat containment at 
 multiple vectors 

• Complete IR lifecycle support 

CONS:

• Highest service cost in 
 comparison to SOCaaS, 
 MDr and MDR models

https://www.esentire.com/get-started/



